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Does the look in your eyes have, have a different
gleam
yeh you say you feel a new aura now you could dream
ugh I bet you wish you never doubted, now you believe
yeh, and what you didn't see baby now you could see
yeh, you could see
now exposed to a new world xenon lights piped leather
and cool girls
new world less order, no champagne yet i'll just have a
glass of water
a little ice in it, more life in it
wanna celebrate but there really aint no time for that
progress we too busy moving mountains tryna get the
fam out of public housing
now my driveway got a water fountain
pouncing, yeh these chickens be pouncing
got they hands out ready for the counting
there really ain't no limit to the money that's amounting
hey, I know that can be appealing, enticing but that
barely is a reason
for ya'll to act that way, am I plagued with fame
I don't mind guess it's part of the game
part of the lane or shoulder
ain't no stopping on this highway for a folgers
I'm already up plus I'm doing 500 mph
man life's great
can't see a thing when you moving this fast
I only see lights and a little bit of flash
back from the past that I thought burned to ashes
hard times mixed with the passion

Long road ahead, better pack light
journey gets dark, better pack light
choices and disobedience configure but not quite
what more can a man want when desire can fuel life?
but would you? kill for perfection, black feathers
hearts noir, natalie portman committed
used to, dance in the light the right one
but can you? dance with the devil the black swan
pursuit of perfect is it worth it only on surface
but inside your dying I got Aronofsky vision
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missing, the Citizen Kane to rosebud
we listen, to relieve the pain like medicine
your gifted, so we need the light like edison
the mission, the reasons the same to conquer
the monster inside you killin' it when you aim for
it, feel the pain for this
damn, I've been here before
as we hit record
I see the red lights blinking spend my whole life
thinking
that I'd grow quite different
the things we fear in the most, already happened
what's life without drive and no passion?
It all passed by, I was passive
but they can't set sail without the captain
same song we all feel alone
thank god mistakes have me grown
to escape to believe babylon
with this rebel feeling revealing the visions that I know
now i'm born
no longer torn
the ultimatum
call me bourne
no more fear
so i sworn
to my mother, father and sister tellin' them i'm home
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